BMS Warthog Joystick

**Gun Trigger (1st Stage)**

**Paddle Switch**
- CENTER TIR
- H: A/P DISC

**Nosewheel Steering Button**
- EXPAND FOV
- H: SHIFT

**Gun Trigger**

**Weapons Release Button**

**TMS (Target Management Switch)**
- UNSHFT: TMS
- SU: A/G MODE STEP
- SD: NEXT A/G WEAPON
- SR: SP/STP TOGGLE
- SL: CURSOR ZERO

**CMS (Counter Measures Switch)**
- UNSHFT: CMS
- P: RUN PRGM #5 (Slap Switch)

**Trim Switch**

**DMS (Data Management Switch)**
- UNSHFT: DMS
- SU: HSD RANGE UP
- SD: HSD RANGE DOWN
- SR: NEXT STPT
- SL: PREV STPT
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